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Ocetmek Dalzir, who works for the Berlin-based human rights organization Prejudice, which reports on Azerbaijan. AD With images of Dariga Nazarov’s life flashing across screens, the audience told the stories of those killed, insulted and traumatized by the conflict over

Nagorny Karabakh. AD Most of the narratives were familiar — stories of Azerbaijanis occupying or building in areas of historic significance to Armenians, of Azeris buying land with proceeds from the so-called Euro-Armenian scam. But the day also included the story of a man
whose eyes were gouged out by Azeris after being accused of rape. Members of Azerbaijan’s diaspora and the reporters who cover them are seen as an extension of the state, and the arrival of a pro-Azerbaijani diaspora group could be a sign of the government’s increasing
willingness to engage them. AD “The Azerbaijani diaspora wants to exploit its position and stop the international community from dealing with Azerbaijan,” said one human rights lawyer who requested anonymity because of ongoing cases in Azerbaijan. “They are trying to
bring international attention to the Nagorny Karabakh conflict.” Last month, Nagorny Karabakh officials ordered a two-year suspension of the activities of the Baku-based diaspora group Diaspora Movement. The diaspora group, which claims to have more than 25 million

members, accuses Nagorny Karabakh of treason for its involvement in the war. AD “The diaspora is so influential in its way that the government saw it as dangerous,” said Arushig Tigranian, a researcher with the Nazarbayev Center for Eurasian Studies. “We can see it in the
case of Dariga Nazarov.” AD Nazarov, who is the daughter of Azerbaijani foreign minister Elmar Mammadyarov, was seized by unknown perpetrators c6a93da74d
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